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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In a healthy market – i.e., a rational market – what an asset is worth and what an asset 

would sell for are very similar numbers. Unfortunately, present-day New York City is 

not that market.

Real estate, like all real assets, is inherently stable yet Manhattan property prices 

have swung wildly in recent years. We, the industry, have knowingly granted tenure 

to a flawed appraisal method and displayed no interest in identifying a replacement. 

That method, the “comp” approach, relies solely on consumer sentiment and thus 

reflects market value – what a property would sell for – and not intrinsic value – what 

a property is worth. Let us not soon forget that consumer sentiment, manifested as 

panic, catalyzed the gratuitous devaluation of global markets in 2008 and, again, in 

2013, it was the consumer whose unrestrained optimism marched in Manhattan’s era 

of “irrational exuberance.” 

COVID-19, crime and vagrancy have only begun to exert downward pressure on 

demand, already anemic from oversupply and the perception of punitive taxation. 

The industry thus faces a watershed moment: identify, adopt and deploy an alternate 

method of appraisal or deepen the dislocation between intrinsic and market values, 

effectively causing billions of dollars of real property value to vanish into thin air.

JASON THOMAS
Head of Research

Managing Director of New Development
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The Comp Method
A CRACK IN THE FOUNDATION 
Three methods exist for valuing real property, yet only the comparable sales, or “comp”, approach has been granted widespread  
tenure by both the industry and the average consumer. This is unfortunate, as it is wrought with flaws.
 
The comp method involves identifying similar assets, applying adjustments as necessary, and using the average price  
per square foot of the aggregate comp deck to determine the fair market value of a property under consideration. 

A defect of the comp approach is that every asset’s fair market value, or sale price, is appraised by the consumer who is unable to 
establish the appropriate controls for the emotional and social bias they introduce into often superficial analyses. In fact, consumers 
in general have proven themselves singularly incapable of fairly appraising the intrinsic value of assets when short-term volatility 
strikes. History provides some context to the extreme manifestation of coupling asset price to consumer sentiment. No phenomenon 
better exemplifies this risk in real estate than the “flight to safety” in 2008, during which time holding any asset other than cash or 
cash equivalents was deemed an unacceptable risk. Liquidity was king, and financial instruments of all stripes were sold en masse 
and asset values grossly deflated. Conversely, the NYC real estate marketplace also demonstrated the flip side not too long ago – the 
incredibly unhealthy and ultimately unsustainable inflation of prices that occurred between 2013 and 2015, as foreign cash plowed 
into NYC and created a feeding frenzy.

To fairly analyze the effect of consumer sentiment on pricing, one must control for a number of other variables that heavily 
influence the metric. A NYC public park – an immutable in an ever evolving city – best serves the purpose of controlling 

Left in the hands of the 

consumer, asset valuation is 

commandeered by emotion 

and, therefore, volatility.

The era of “Irrational 

Exuberance” [Alan Greenspan] 

and the “Flight to Safety” 

are contrasting examples of 

the extreme manifestation of 

consumer appraisal.
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for view. We have selected a condominium, 5 East 22nd St, located on Madison Square Park, and only those units 
positioned above the tree canopy and offering direct park exposure. To control for floor, we have applied the pragmatic 
industry standard 1% per floor premium. The data set includes only those units in original condition and those renovated  
units where dated upgrades are deemed to add no value. Constructed in the 1980s, sales data within this building is not  
plagued by the oftentimes extreme delay between contract and closing that is prevalent within the new development  
marketplace. Nor is the condominium, due to its age, subject to the halo effect oftentimes witnessed when new development exerts  
upward price pressure on nearby recent (post-2004) construction considered by the consumer to be a less expensive alternative. 

Another significant yet inescapable flaw embedded within the comp approach is the use of lagging sales data. Prior sales 
often paint a vivid picture of a world that no longer exists. Even very recent comps can be dangerously misleading since fully 
executed contracts, which are effectively time stamps, precede closings by at least two months. Closing prices, in turn, are not  
typically publicly available for another month or more. In new construction, this time lag between contract and closing 
is often measured in years, not months. The comp method’s sole reliance on past data creates a chronic rearview mirror 
approach to current valuation and future expectations. In virtually all other areas of finance, investors are cautioned that prior  
performance is no indication of future results. But in real estate, buyers routinely base multi-million-dollar decisions on just  
that – prior results.

Thirdly, “comparable” is in and of itself a subjective term. Residential properties are not commodities; by design, one property  
is different than another. Even identical floor plans within the same building have unique characteristics that can affect sale price –  
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5 East 22nd St is an 

exceptional indicator of 

consumer sentiment as 

it allows us to control 

for other variables that 

affect price.

Comparable closed 

sales data can often be 

expired to the point that 

it is not only useless, 

but dangerous for the 

purpose of valuation.
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view, for example, or elements such as recent renovations, overall condition and presentation. Each parameter introduces a  
variable, each of which is an uncertainty, and each uncertainty potentially decreases the accuracy of the valuation. In an attempt  
to equalize these parameters, agents apply what they consider to be appropriate adjustments, but the net effect is only to  
inject further subjectivity into the valuation model. When data points within the building are scarce, agents look externally  
to bolster their comp roster. Unfortunately, seeking to increase accuracy with increased data points has the unintended  
effect of doing just the opposite. In fact, erosion of accuracy becomes exponential as dozens of variables are introduced – street noise, 
building age, quality, maintenance costs, proximity to parks, proximity to groceries, and so on.

Simply put, the comp method is erroneous. Human nature, wholesale reliance on lagging indicators, the uncertainty introduced  
by the need to identify properties for comparison, and the amplification of that uncertainty required to make the proverbial  
“apples to apples” comparison between assets renders the comp method impractical at best, and inaccurate at worst.

THERE IS ANOTHER WAY
Real estate, like other real assets, is inherently stable and the extreme price volatility we have witnessed, in both directions, since 2013 
makes it clear that the system is broken and needs to be fixed. If the industry willfully allows negative sentiment to continue to drive 
prices lower and deepen the fracture between market and intrinsic values, NYC property will be void of value and its valuation method 
void of logic. How do we create a valuation approach that limits unbridled consumer subjectivity and attempts to more closely align 
real asset value with this innate stability?
 
We begin with the realization that, because analysis at any level has a human component and because real estate is a thinly-traded 
market, subjectivity and some degree of reliance on comparable properties cannot be removed in their entirety from valuation 
methodology. Instead of trying to avoid the unavoidable, what if we were to identify a system of competing consumer interests for a 
particular property with the goal of neutralizing as much subjectivity as possible?

Sound far-fetched? It isn’t. In fact, it’s a cornerstone of NYC’s real estate industry – the condominium leasing market.

Condominium owners (landlords) and tenants serve as those competing interests because they maintain opposite positions in a 
transaction. Their relationship is a negotiation and introduces a system of checks and balances, and it is predicated on a dual and 
independent appraisal system – the landlord appraises the asset at purchase, and the tenant appraises it upon a lease offer. Two 
different appraisals are thus seen through two different lenses – a sharp contrast to the single node appraisal at point of sale embedded 
within the comp approach.
 
Introducing a leasing component into the appraisal process also tempers two of the comp approach’s core challenges: emotional 
bias and highly sporadic transaction frequency. Leasing, due to the fractional cash outlay and perceived transiency, is not nearly the 
same emotionally-charged consumer experience as is the purchase of a property. This means leasing transactions can theoretically 
be considered less subject to emotional bias. Partially for the same reasons, transactions are much more frequent – the average lease 
in New York City renews 1–2 years after signing, meaning velocity is exponentially greater than sales of similar properties. In turn, 
the data from which to draw valuation conclusions is that much greater. Combined with inherently greater competition, innovation,  
time-to-market and pricing flexibility among rentals, the rental market remains remarkably stable, as visualized with the  
accompanying graph on the next page.

The “Comp” approach 

is an oversimplified method 

of appraisal that oftentimes 

becomes exponentially less 

accurate with the ambition 

of added complexity.

Introducing a leasing 

component into the 

methodology of sales 

appraisal serves to 

concurrently temper 

consumer emotion and 

increase data availability.
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The income capitalization, or “income”, approach, accommodates this system of checks and balances. Another of the three methods 
of appraisal, it uses both sale price and lease price as inputs. The income approach is written:
 

We can also input a benchmark capitalization, or “cap”, rate to solve for price (or value) or expected rent. The opportunity to input 
a benchmark cap rate is a distinct advantage of the income method, as it is a linchpin in mitigating subjectivity and misappraisal. 
The benchmark is determined from analysis of a large number of leased condominium units, all of which have been subjected to the 
dual and independent appraisal system previously described. Inaccuracies are diluted across a large sample, hedging against rogue 
and inherently overweight data often included when an agent seeks to handpick a small number of like-kind properties for the comp 
approach deck. In theory, the inclusion of a benchmark cap rate in the income approach equation voids the necessity of selecting a 
comp deck altogether.

We recently completed a comprehensive study – 445 leased condo units across 21 new development (post-2014 construction) buildings 
– to determine an accurate benchmark cap rate. Provided Elegran’s benchmark, 2.48%, industry professionals are empowered with a 
litmus test for asset performance and an alternate method of valuation.
 
Although countless condominium units offer the opportunity to demonstrate the income method’s superior ability to appraise intrinsic 
value, two illustrative examples are presented in the following pages.

In sharp contrast to the 

volatility of condominium 

prices, Manhattan’s rental 

market is remarkably stable.

The Income Capitalization 

approach to appraisal 

accommodates the inclusion 

of both sale and lease price, 

as well as a benchmark cap 

rate. These factors collectively 

linchpin the generation of 

a less emotional and more 

accurate property valuation.

Net Operating Income

Price (or Value)
= Capitalization Rate Net Operating Income = 

Annual Rent – Annual Common Charges
– Annual Property Tax

WHERE
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INCOME APPROACH:
According to the “income” approach, 27W is 
worth significantly more than the purchase 
price and “comp” method appraisal.

COMP APPROACH:
According to the “comp” approach, 27W was 
purchased at fair market value, since the price 
was in line with identical, higher floor units.

Comp deck includes all sold units offering 
identical floor plan.

CASE STUDY #1
Appraisal of residence 27W at 215 Chrystie Street
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COMP APPROACH:
According to the “comp” approach, 22B was 
purchased at fair market value since the price 
was in line with identical, lower floor units.

Comp deck includes all sold units offering 
identical floor plan.

CASE STUDY #2
Appraisal of residence 22B at 100 East 53rd Street

INCOME APPROACH:
According to the “income” approach, 22B is 
worth significantly less than the purchase price 
and “comp” method appraisal.
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CONCLUSION
Due to the human element, real estate appraisal will never be wholly objective. Predicated on a single metric – historical sales – the 
industry’s prevailing appraisal method, the comp approach, is self-reinforcing in both up and down markets. Plagued by a list of 
significant shortcomings – emotional and social bias, lagging price indicators, sparse transaction data and the necessity of equilibration 
adjustments – the comp approach is subjective and oftentimes grossly inaccurate.
 
The income approach, too, must rely on lagging price indicators, but it mandates a dual, independent and inherently competitive 
appraisal system for each property of interest. Introducing lease price into the calculation injects more readily available, and 
inherently less emotionally charged, data points. It also incorporates cap rate, which provides the industry the opportunity to 
quickly evaluate a property against the performance of a large data set itself subjected to the scrutiny of the dual appraisal system.  
This mitigates the need for a curated deck of comps and adjustments.
 
Is the income approach perfect? Certainly not. Is it more appropriate and more accurate, in the sense that it decouples appraisal from 
consumer sentiment and trends closer to intrinsic value? Yes.
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About Us
Founded in 2008 and headquartered in New York City, Elegran Real Estate LLC is a luxury residential brokerage company 

driven by an entrepreneurial spirit. We are anchored on a foundation of dedicated people, proprietary technology, and 

cutting-edge marketing tools. Together,  they foster a uniquely collaborative culture in which our agents focus on client 

relationships and innovative, full service advisory representation for both buyers and sellers.

© Copyright 2020 Elegran Real Estate LLC (“Elegran”).  All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, whether electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording or by any other means, without the prior written permission of Elegran. All contents are for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to 
buy or an offer to sell any property mentioned herein. This publication includes information obtained from published and non-published sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy 
cannot be guaranteed. Unless otherwise specified, opinions expressed are those of the authors and/or Elegran and are subject to change without notice, In no way does anything 
herein express or  constitute investment advice, nor is it intended to provide (and should not be relied upon for) accounting, legal or tax advice. This publication may contain forward-
looking statements, and due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 
No representation is made as to the accuracy of any description (ie: listing, close sale data, and/or building description) of any building or individual unit, and all measurements and 
square footage should be considered approximate. Elegran LLC, its members, affiliates, and contributors adhere to New Your City, New York State, and United States Fair Housing Laws.
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